
 
 

V/A 
Mladež bez Boga 

 

Montažstroj, Zagreb Youth Theater, PDV Records 
and Ravno Do Dna at the end of 2018. , through the 
competition, invited music authors to make their own 
compositions called 'Mladež bez Boga' and thus 
participate in a socially engaged cultural project. 
Their music could be written in their first language - 
''Mladež bez Boga "," Jugend ohne Gott "," Youth 
without God "," Mladina bez Bog ", etc.  
 
 
A jury composed of PDV, Ravno Do Dna and 
Montažstroj have selected nine works of music, 
signed by the following performers, to be released in 
alphabetical order: Bigahye, Feta, Gloomie feat. 
DamXata, Hrvoje Štefanac, Izet Medošević, 
Marinada & Kozmodrum, Playground Hustle, 
Sinkauz, Xtematic.  
 
 
The compilation was released on February 22, two 
days after the show premiered, as a segment of the 
#mladezbeboga interdisciplinary cultural project. As 
part of the above-mentioned interdisciplinary project, 
Montazstroj also held a panel entitled "Youth without 
God / Mapping Radicalization", discussing whether 
we truly live in the age of radicalization. The tribune 
and the musical compilation "Youth Without God - 
Volume 1" are parallel projects, as part of the 
process of the creation of the theater play "Youth 
without God" by Borut Separovic, co-produced by 
the Zagreb Youth Theater and Montažstroj, which 
premiered on February 20, 2019. 
 
 
 

 
artist 
V/A 
Bigahye, Feta, Gloomie feat. 
DamXata, Hrvoje Štefanac, Izet 
Medošević, Marinada & 
Kozmodrum,Playground Hustle, 
Sinkauz, Xtematic 
 
title 
Mladež bez Boga 
 
catalog number 
PDV041 
 
track list 
01.Feta - Mladež bez Boga 
02.Iz@ Medošević & Borgie - Mladež 
bez Boga 
03. Playground Hustle - Mladež bez 
Boga 
04. Gloomie feat. DamXata - Mladina 
bez Bog 
05. Marinada & Kozmodrum mshp by 
NT Wave - Mladež bez Boga 
06. Hrvoje Stefanac - Mladež bez 
Boga 
07.Bigahye - Youth Without God 
08. Sinkauz - Mladež bez Boga 
09.Xtematic - Mladež bez Boga 
 
format 
Digital download 
 
address 
Pozitivan ritam d.o.o. 
PDV Records 
IX. Južna obala 16, 10020 Zagreb, 
Croatia 
 
e-mail 
pdv@pozitivanritam.hr 
 
web 
www.pdv.com.hr 
www.pozitivanritam.hr 
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